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Abstract 

Introduction: This paper explores postquitting experiences and expectations of adult ex-smokers and 
their utility as predictors of smoking relapse after prolonged abstinence. 

Methods: Data are from 1,449 ex-smokers (providing 2,234 observations) recruited as smokers as part of 
the International Tobacco Control (ITC) Four Country Survey (Australia, Canada, the United Kingdom, 
and the United States) but surveyed after they had quit. Controlling for length of time quit, reported 
postquitting experiences, and expectations assessed at one of three waves were used as predictors. 
Smoking status (whether they had relapsed) at the next wave was used as the outcome of interest. 

Results: Postquitting experiences and expectations, such as capacity to enjoy life’s simple pleasures, 
ability to cope with stress, ability to control negative emotions, and health concerns, changed 
systematically over time but at different rates. The trajectory of change for life enjoyment and health 
concerns followed a rapidly asymptoting logarithmic function, while that of stress and negative affect 
coping followed a slower asymptoting square root function. After controlling for sociodemographic and 
abstinence duration, only reported decline in capacity to control negative affect since quitting was 
associated with increased relapse risk. 

Discussion: The varying patterns of change in postquitting experiences suggest that psychological gains 
over time following smoking cessation do not all occur at the same rate. The relative importance of each 
factor in maintaining abstinence is also not the same with deficits in perceived control of negative 
emotions being the only one predictive of subsequent relapse. Strategies to improve impulse control over 
negative emotions postquitting may help to reduce relapse risk. 
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